
          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

 

C1 - PRIX BMW EDENAUTO PREMIUM AGEN - 2575m (a1 9/16m) - Class - 

Harness - EUR € 6.000  

 
1. FOU DE ROCK - Disqualified in two of his last four appearances but from gate 1, he has a lot 
in his favor and should go well. Winning chance 

2. GE DU MANOIR - Finished 6th last time out with an awkward 25m handicap to deal with but 
looks to be ideally placed here from a two draw. Massive runner 

3. FARMER DU MOULINET - Last three efforts have been poor and this runner needs to find 
some form. Races with no shoes in this event 

4. FANTASIA RIVER - Finished 3rd in her last two appearances and could be a lurker for the 
placings but more needed to win. Others preferred 

5. ENVOL THE BEST - Has been starting off 25m handicaps in his last two and now gets a front 
row draw which will help but more is needed. Others preferred 

6. FAN DE STAR - Not the most consistent around but very capable and should be able to make 
his presence felt now reverting to an old shoeing combination. Include in all bets 

7. FIDJI SHORE - Tries a new shoeing combination for this run which could see vast 
improvement from this contestant and she warrants respect. Place chance 

8. FABULOUS DANCER - Won a nice race two starts back but failed to reproduce that effort 
again and isn't the most genuine type. Easy to pass by 

9. GOLD DE CHOISEL - Last start winner over 3000m in this discipline but will need a lot of luck 
in running in order to follow up. Place chance 

10. FANNY DU PLATEAU - Bounced back to form last time out with a pleasing 2nd place finish 
and could produce similar. Place claims 

11. GUINNESS DU VALLON - Not in the best shape at present and will need to do more to keep 
supporters interested. Would be a surprise winner 

12. FEELING MESLOIS - In poor form at present and isn't helped by a second row draw so does 
require a lot more to get into it. Would be a surprise winner 

13. GRAAL DE TILLARD - Seems to be doing the basics a lot better now but won't find it easy 
from a second row draw. Top four chance at best 

14. GAPACHE DE HOUELLE - Has an uncomfortable second row to deal with which already 
puts her on the backfoot despite some fair form. Will need a lot of luck 

Summary : GE DU MANOIR (2) has a lot going for him this time out and could take full 
advantage of a front row draw. FAN DE STAR (6) looks to be a solid chance in this event and if 
things go his way from the start, he'll be dangerous. FOU DE ROCK (1) just needs to do the 
basics right and he will go well. FIDJI SHORE (7) looks to be a chance to get into a minor spot. 

SELECTIONS 

GE DU MANOIR (2) - FAN DE STAR (6) - FOU DE ROCK (1) - FIDJI SHORE (7) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C2 - PRIX DE BORDEAUX - 2625m (a1 5/8m) - Class - Mounted - EUR € 

27.000  

 
1. IZA DU VIVIER - Comes into this event in some fairly useful form and could make her presence felt but 

winning doesn't come too easily. Place chance 

2. IOKO TARTIFUME - Recent runs have been moderate and will need to take full advantage of his 
beneficial starting position. Others inspire more confidence 

3. FIRST KEN BLUE - Most recent effort in a mounted race yielded in a 4th place finish and similar is very 
much a possibility. Lurker for the places 

4. HOURAGAN DU LYS - Only had one prior attempt in this discipline which came some time ago and could 
now be ready to put his best foot forward. Different shoeing combination on 

5. GRANIT D'AUVILLIER - Two wins from eight tries in a mounted race which is good going and this 
contestant could get involved in the shake up. Tries this shoeing combination for the first time 

6. HUGO THE BOSS - Only two attempts in this discipline but on the basis off those, a lot more if required to 

trouble the leading players. Doesn't make any appeal 

7. INOLA DE BERTRANGE - Tries a different shoeing combination for her very first try in a mounted race 

and she could be worth following. Include in the play 

8. GLISS DU COURTILLE - Has not been at her best off late and will need to do a lot more to get involved 
in proceedings. Others preferred 

9. IN LOVE DE VALMIER - Arrives here in great form in this discipline having won four times from his last 
five starts with a 2nd along the way. One to beat 

10. ELECTRA STAR - Has not tasted success from nineteen outings in mounted races and that seems very 
unlikely to change here. Would be a surprise winner 

11. HIRO DE L'ORMERIE - Very disappointing and costly to follow last time out but if he is able to do the 
basics, he will be a serious threat. Winning claims 

12. FAVARY - Faces an uncomfortable 25m handicap and will need to step away cleanly in order to have 

any chance. Others preferred 

13. FORREST D'EM - This runner has a 25m handicap to deal with which could likely put pay to his chances 
as he will need a lot of luck. Others preferred 

14. ECLAIR DES VAUX - Four time winner in mounted races but recent form in this discipline isn't the most 
encouraging. More needed 

15. ELIXIR DU GILET - Starts off a 25m handicap and the last time he faced similar conditions, all he could 
manage was a 6th placed effort. Easy to pass by 

Summary : IN LOVE DE VALMIER (9) looks the part here and with a clean break, could prove a tough nut 
to crack. HIRO DE L'ORMERIE (11) let the side down last time out but is more than capable of bouncing 
back. IZA DU VIVIER (1) looks to be a solid place chance. HOURAGAN DU LYS (4) could be upset 
potential if he gets a good start. 

SELECTIONS 

IN LOVE DE VALMIER (9) - HIRO DE L'ORMERIE (11) - IZA DU VIVIER (1) - HOURAGAN 

DU LYS (4) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C3 - PRIX DE BEAUMONT DE LOMAGNE - 2575m (a1 9/16m) - 

Apprentices - Harness - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. FEE D'AMARO - Disqualified last time out and overall form is poor. Tries a new shoeing combination 

which could help make a difference 

2. GUADALUPE - Has finished 5th in her last two efforts which have been average so needs to show more. 
Hard to fancy 

3. GAZELLE BODENSEE - Has always been the type that came to the track with high hopes but hasn't 
been able to quite deliver. Tries a different shoeing combination which could make a difference 

4. FEERIE DE L'ISOP - Arrives here in very ordinary form and it is hard to make a positive case for this 
runner who looks likely to struggle. Would be a shock winner 

5. HAMBO - Put in a pleasing effort last time out when finishing 2nd and back to a track that suits will help. 
Winning claims 

6. HOMERE DES NOUES - Disqualified last time out and he will need to do the basics right in order to have 

any chance. More needed 

7. HORUS DES CHAMPS - Has been dealing with 25m handicaps in his last three starts and unfortunately 

doesn't have an ideal draw but could be a lurker. Upset potential 

8. HOCA - Not the most reliable type but one that is capable and could produce a similar effort as he did two 
starts back. Place chance 

9. HELLU DANEPIERRE - Has shown form in mounted races off late but back into this discipline, more is 
needed to get a mention. Others preferred 

10. GUINESS GRIFF - Form figures don't jump off the page and it is hard to envisage this runner getting 
involved. Would be a surprise winner 

11. HELECTRA RACE - Bang in form contender that has won three times from her last six starts and is on 
the up. Should go close 

12. FANFARO BELLO - Bounced back to winning ways at big odds last time out and could be worth an 

inclusion with his confidence up. Each way shout 

13. FANTASQUE D'ENFER - Not in the greatest form off late but could likely show improvement. One to 
include in the play 

14. FRISSON D'OCCAGNES - Has been competing in a lot of races where he has been disadvantaged with 
a 25m handicap and won't have it easy from a second row draw. Others preferred 

Summary : HELECTRA RACE (11) brings the best form into the race and sets a high standard for the 
others to chase. HAMBO (5) showed up well last time out and looks to be a threat at a track he has won at 
before. GAZELLE BODENSEE (3) races with a different shoeing set and could provide something more 

positive. FANTASQUE D'ENFER (13) looks to be a place chance. 

SELECTIONS 

HELECTRA RACE (11) - HAMBO (5) - GAZELLE BODENSEE (3) - FANTASQUE D'ENFER 

(13) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C4 - PRIX D'AGEN - 2575m (a1 9/16m) - National - Harness - EUR € 27.000  

 
1. KINAYA DU CHATELET - Ran according to expectations when finishing 7th last time out and 
could sneak into a minor spot. Place chance 

2. KISMIE GRIFF - Talented sort that unfortunately did things wrong last time out but is expected 
to bounce back to winning ways. One to beat 

3. KELLE DES MARAIS - Finished 2nd over a shorter trip last time out which was positive but 
more needed against stronger opponents. Easy to pass by 

4. KHEA DRY - Pleasing win last time out from a 25m handicap and there could be more to come 
from this individual. Big runner 

5. KERIDA DE VIVOIN - Seldom too far off the action and looks to be a place chance at best on 
form. Front row draw will be off assistance 

6. KOOL DU PORHOET - Moderate recent form but shoes go back on which could make a huge 
difference. Watch for an improved run 

7. KISS AND FLY - Isn't the most fluent performer having been disqualified in recent starts and 
lacks a bit of quality. Hard to fancy 

8. KOUBA BLUE - Consistent without winning having finished in the places in all off her starts to 
date. Continues to race with no shoes 

9. KIND LOVE D'AVENIR - Been disappointing ever since her career started and the 
expectations are low now using a new shoeing set. Would be a surprise winner 

10. KUPIDON DE CORBERY - Maiden performer from seventeen attempts that has an awkward 
second row to deal with and looks held. More needed 

11. KHALIFE DELALANDE - Second row starting position won't be of any help and recent form 
is moderate. Others make more appeal 

Summary : KISMIE GRIFF (2) looks to be a promising sort in the making and one that should go 
close to winning with a clean run in transit. KHEA DRY (4) seems to be the only other realistic 
winning chance on recent form from a front row draw. KOUBA BLUE (8) should put in another 
solid effort. KERIDA DE VIVOIN (5) could sneak into the minor positions. 

SELECTIONS 

KISMIE GRIFF (2) - KHEA DRY (4) - KOUBA BLUE (8) - KERIDA DE VIVOIN (5) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C5 - PRIX DE TOULOUSE - 2625m (a1 5/8m) - National - Harness - EUR € 

35.000  

 
1. IVAN DU JAYLE - Good class of a horse who tends to be tricky sometimes. A case of all or nothing 

2. IRON BIRD DEVOL - Has been flyinh high in recent weeks but faces a tougher assignment here. Cannot be ruled out 
for a place 

3. INDIGO PLANCHETTE - Has been in excellent form of late and goes barefoot again. Sure to be involved at the 
business end 

4. I AM EAGLE - Blows hot and cold and is well positioned on the front row at the start. Can pop up at a price 

5. IDEALE PENNOISE - Modest recent form but has an ideal entry on the front row and can spring a surprise 

6. ITALO DUEM - Course & distance winner who faces a tough task in this division and is best to overlook for now 

7. ICI PARIS EFJI - Not the most consistent horse but has a lot of class and can win if in the right mood 

8. IDOLE D'OURVILLE - Can easily lose her stride but has loads of stamina and should enjoy every yard of the trip. 
Outside chance 

9. INSTANT GRAVE - Not without ability but much preferred when shoes come off and is unlikely to play a role today 

10. IDEAL DE RIVRAY - Showed a return to form in last start at Vincennes. Runs padded on all four for the first time 
today 

11. IDEAL SAN LEANDRO - Modest recent form is probably reflective of his chances and can easily be passed over 

12. IQUEM D'AMER - Comes in on the back of two good performances. Ships a long way for this race and is worth a look 
in 

13. INSTINCT SAINT BAR - Well beaten in a competitive event last time out. Down in grade and can redeem himself 

14. INTO THE MYSTIC - Showed a return to form in last start and is back over a right-handed track. Has to be shortlisted 

15. IVRAM - Consistent for the most part but faces a tricky task in this division and will have limited aspirations 

16. ICARE DU BERYL - Back in good form in last two starts and is usually effective under this shoeing feature. Not out of 
it 

17. IN LOVE MESLOIS - Won one from three this year but has all shoes on today and is unlikely to trouble the judge 

Summary : ICI PARIS EFJI (7) has been successful under this shoeing feature and has long been aimed at this race. He 
is the firm selection ahead of IVAN DU JAYLE (1), a good horse who can unfortunately lose his stride when he is under 
pressure. INDIGO PLANCHETTE (3) is in excellent form and should be shortlisted. Hat-trick seeker IRON BIRD DEVOL 
(2) steps up in grade and warrants respect too. 

SELECTIONS 

ICI PARIS EFJI (7) - IVAN DU JAYLE (1) - INDIGO PLANCHETTE (3) - IRON BIRD DEVOL 

(2) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C6 - GRAND PRIX BARON D'ARDEUIL AOC BUZET - 2625m (a1 5/8m) - 

Class - Harness - EUR € 35.000  

 
1. HERMES SMART - Excellent last two runs in this division and is expected to be closely involved at the finish once 
again 

2. HONNEUR DE BLAY - Was on a good run of form prior to his last two starts and must reaffirm at present. Not a priority 

3. FOR DADDY - Has not won a race for a while and seems out of his league in a race like that. Best to watch for now 

4. FILOU DE SITA - Has completely lost his way since July and is unlikely to be involved at the business end 

5. FLYING DEVIL - Has been knocking hard at the door and is ideally positioned on the front row. Leading contender 

6. GOTHAM CITY - Showed an unexpected rebound of form in a Class F last time at Toulouse and ought to confirm. 
Outside chance 

7. IDOLE OF LOVE - Was in contention for success when disqualified last time out at Toulouse. Won three in a row prior 
to that and can redeem herself 

8. HAMIRAL NELSON - Has been back in good spirit in last two starts and is expected to be in the mix once again 

9. GALANT DE CAREL - Much better than recent form suggests and could bounce back any time. Outside chance 

10. GAJAC - Eleven wins from sixty-five. Has little room for maneuver in a race like this but can grab a check 

11. FRED DE PIENCOURT - Enjoyed a productive 2022 but has not been in the same form this year and has work to do 
here 

12. FETE D'EURVAD - Not devoid of ability but has shown little of note in six starts this year and can be overlooked 

13. HELIOS D'ELA - Runner-up in last three starts and won nine races under same shoeing feature as today. Enters 
calculations 

14. DIABOLO - Has failed to make the frame in past thirteen months and is unlikely to pose a threat at the finish 

15. FLY TO THE MOON - Good class of a horse but runs fully shod in second start after a break and is unlikely to be 
ready. Ignore 

16. EPISTOLAIRE - Not the horse he once was and is hard to make a case for on current form. Best to pass over 

17. FANGIO COBO - Not easy to fancy on recent form and many others make more appeal. Look elsewhere 

Summary : FLYING DEVIL (5) is not only a handy horse, he is also consistent and comes in this race in great shape. He 
looks hard to oppose. IDOLE OF LOVE (7) is on a redemption mission after her last sanction and could just get back up 
and win. HERMES SMART (1) and HAMIRAL NELSON (8) have been in good form of late and can also be involved at the 
finish. 

SELECTIONS 

FLYING DEVIL (5) - IDOLE OF LOVE (7) - HERMES SMART (1) - HAMIRAL NELSON (8) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C7 - PRIX DE LA VILLE "LE PASSAGE" - 2575m (a1 9/16m) - National - 

Harness - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. JAVA DE LA COTE - Impressive winner of a Class D at the end of August at Beaumont de Lomagne. Has a leading 
chance on the back of this effort 

2. JEANBLANC DUEM - Effective in 2022 but had a slow start to 2023. Starting to do better in recent starts and cannot 
be ruled out 

3. JOURNEE A LA GRAVE - Showed a nice rebound of form last time out at Beaumont de Lomagne and is one for the 
shortlist 

4. JOY D'OURVILLE - Has been in good form of late in both codes. Ideally drawn on the front tier and can make her 
presence felt 

5. JERICHO DE JARY - Poor recent form under both codes is probably reflective of his chances. Best to pass over for 
now 

6. JOLIE DE L'AUMANCE - Bounced back to form in a minor event at Montauban last time out. Well drawn but up in 
grade today 

7. JENY DES MALBERAUX - Has been in good form of late. Has plenty of early speed and can overcome her outside 
draw on the front tier 

8. JAGUAR DE BELFOND - Has put his house in order in last three runs and should confirm his good run of form. Poor 
draw on the front tier though 

9. JACKSON D'ARC - Won five from eight so far and is open to progress. Up in grade and cannot be discounted despite 
poor draw on second tier 

10. JOLIE QUEEN - Won three races in 2022 but has struggled for most of the current season and is not easy to like 

11. JAVA DE CAPONET - Enjoyed a very promising start to the year but has lost her way since July and is hard to fancy 
at present 

12. JADE LEAGABIN - Good consistent trotter who has to be respected in a race of this nature. Poor draw though and 
looks more like a place prospect 

13. JAGUAR DE KARA - Twenty starts maiden who was in good form prior to his last two outings. Has an each-way 
chance 

14. JAVANAISE DE FARS - Has been out of form all season and cannot be given any consideration. Best to ignore 

15. JAKADI DE VAUVILLE - Registered win number three at Auch in a Class D last time out. Faces a much stiffer task 
this Sunday 

16. JOKER DU RABUTIN - Won three races last spring but lost his way in the summer and must reaffirm at present. Best 
to watch 

Summary : JENY DES MALBERAUX (7) could prove hard to catch if she can make the running and looks a solid winning 
prospect. JAVA DE LA COTE (1) impressed when she made it back to the winner's enclosure at Beaumont de Lomagne 
last time and ought to confirm this success. JOURNEE A LA GRAVE (3) is back on form and could be in the mix. 
JAGUAR DE BELFOND (8) has shown much improved behavior in recent starts and must be considered too. 

SELECTIONS 

JENY DES MALBERAUX (7) - JAVA DE LA COTE (1) - JOURNEE A LA GRAVE (3) - 

JAGUAR DE BELFOND (8) 



          SUNDAY, 15/10/23 

C8 - GRAND PRIX DYNAVENA - 2625m (a1 5/8m) - Internationale - 

Harness - EUR € 53.000  

 
1. ENDIAN DE BANVILLE - In good form of late in both codes but has not won a race for nearly two years. 

Outside chance 

2. EVEIL DU LUPIN - Capable trotter when he can keep his stride together. Not out of it and has each-way 
claims 

3. GABRIELLA DUEM - A winner at Vincennes last time under same shoeing configuration as today. Must 
be shortlisted 

4. FANTASIA DE LIGNY - Good class of a mare but is much more effective when running barefoot. Best to 
pass over 

5. EMOI SPECIAL - Fair performer when running barefoot but all shoes on today and is unlikely to play a 
role at the finish 

6. FRILOUZ DE KERNAS - Won eighteen from eighty-four thus far. Somewhat reassured last time after a 

lean patch. Can pop-up 

7. GOUTTE DU HOULBET - Ran a huge race at le Mont Saint-Michel two starts ago and should leave 

behind her last below-par effort 

8. EASTON OF MY LIFE - Showed a nice rebound of form last time out in Germany. All shoes come off 
today and must be respected 

9. FRENCH MAN - Has been in excellent form of late and steps up in grade with obvious claims. Outside 
chance 

10. DORUCK - Has been out of form for some time now and can easily be passed over 

11. HASTRONAUTE - Group 1 winner who shaped up nicely at Toulouse for this race. All shoes off today 

and looks a solid proposition 

12. FEE DE RANCHVAL - Has been in great form for most of the summer and is expected to play a feature 
role once again 

13. DOUXOR DE GUEZ - Has blown hot and cold all season. Last win was in January 2021 and is not easy 
to fancy on that basis 

14. FAKIR MERITE - Hat-trick seeker who is as good as ever and is expected to be involved at the finish 

Summary : Group 1 winner HASTRONAUTE (11) has long been prepared for this race and should prove 
hard to beat if he keeps his stride in check. FEE DE RANCHVAL (12) has enjoyed a productive summer and 
should continue her good run of form. FAKIR MERITE (14) won his last two and seems a reborn horse in the 
past few weeks. EASTON OF MY LIFE (8) ran a huge race last time in Germany and can be shortlisted too. 

SELECTIONS 

HASTRONAUTE (11) - FEE DE RANCHVAL (12) - FAKIR MERITE (14) - EASTON OF MY 

LIFE (8) 

 


